
   

       

  Sparkling Chocolate Eruption Gift Basket
 
£87.27

OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
Gift them with our Sparkling Chocolate Eruption Gift Basket
containing a full bottle of Prosecco Guerieri Rizzardi and ten varieties
of quality chocolates and sweet treats. A brilliant fizz and chocolates
gift basket for a special occasion!

  Details
 
What makes the Sparkling Chocolate Eruption gift basket a very worthy gift contender, is of course the full bottle of Prosecco Guerieri Rizzardi,
Italian's answer to champagne, which everyone in the world recognizes as a premium wine producer. But it's also the thought and effort that
has gone into the selection of sweet treats in the gift hamper. The sheer variety of chocolate types and flavours from multiple producers,
making it both safer and also a more intriguing gift basket for those who you know are partial to good chocolate. Our skilled team of gift basket
designers transform all these components into the perfect present with professional gift wrap and high presentation ribbon, to ensure that it
makes an impression both on arrival and when they partake of the gifts inside. There are absolutely amazing chocolates in this gift basket
including Lily O'Brien's Dessert Collection with an irresistibly smooth center guaranteed to melt the heart of every chocolate connoisseur. What
really makes this gift basket perfect for every occasion is the chocolate cake from Patton's Bakery. This cake can really change the gift basket.
Based on the message you send with your gift basket our team will personalise your gift, making your cake a birthday cake or a congratulations
cake or 'just' a cake, whatever is appropriate. Making your gift basket as special as we can.

Additional Information
 
Contents

Prosecco Guerieri Rizzardi
Luscombe Damascene Rose Bubbly 74cl
West Cork Bakery Chocolate Cake 400g
Dessert Collection LilyO'Brien's 230g
Creamy Caramel&SeaSalt Chocolate Discs Lily O'Brien's 120g 
Chocolate Coated Mallow&Marsh Marshmallows 100g
Montezuma's Like No Udde Bar 90g
Excellence Creamy Milk Lindt Chocolate Bar 100g
Cream Wafer Bar in Chocolate, Love Raw 43g
Chocolate Lollipop BonsBons
Dark Chocolate Pretzel Baked Spelt Bites 31g

Presented in deep Wicker Gift Basket
Cellophane wrapped & decorated in ribbon
Gift card for your personalised message
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